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Introduction
USX Quantum was founded to bridge the divide between modern and Quantum blockchains. In this 
whitepaper we explain the process of developing a blockchain that runs on Quantum computers, 
answer questions that investors have, enumerate our plans in the post Quantum blockchain era, and 
illustrate our production of side projects to maintain trading volume and investor sentiment.

What is Unified Society?
In 2013 there was a project called USDe (Unitary Status E-Dollar). This was a script coin, similar to 
LiteCoin and looked to leverage the new idea of the digital asset. The developer at the time desired to 
bring the crypto community together at a time when multiple projects were popping up daily. A few of 
our team members were new to this space and scoured for promising projects to invest into and to 
mine coins. USDe gained popularity and achieved status on some of the first larger crypto exchanges. 
Having bought into and even mined USDe, we had seen the value of a unified community brought 
together in the crypto space. 

The decline of active development resulted in the fading of the USDe project. There was a rumor that 
the original developer had suffered an accident and could not continue the project. At the same time, 
once popular exchanges were being outgrown by new platforms and also suffering from the greed of 
their owners. One of these main exchanges that went bankrupt was forced to sell its remaining wallets 
in 2017. Of these, emerged the USDe wallet. A current team member acquired this wallet and 
attempted to form a team to continue development of USDe. However, the USDe chain was already 
outdated and obsolete compared to newer projects. Once it was determined that the USDe chain could 
not be transformed to match newer tech, the decision was made to create a new chain. This was 
USDEx.

USDEx was an evolution of the previous chain. USDEx was an early version and attempt at a wrapped 
token. Having contacted previous USDe miners and investors, the USDEx team attempted to reform 
the community and advance the idea of a token based around unifying the crypto space. A new chain 
was created, mining pools were created and the new USDEx was set to run in 2018. Unfortunately, the 
2018 Bitcoin bear market set in and the sentiment toward crypto suffered. USDEx could not survive as 
another fork of the same ideas that were already in the space. This is where USX Quantum enters. 
Quantum computing was a new technology on the horizon, so a new project to take advantage of these 
systems was formed. USX Quantum formed in 2021 to usher in a new generation of blockchain that 
harnesses the power of Quantum computing. With the mission of creating a blockchain that can be 
run on Quantum systems, the team at USX Quantum is looking toward the challenges of the future to 
unify the crypto space and add adaptability and enhanced security to the idea of the blockchain.

What is USX Quantum?
In 2021, USX Quantum was formed to breach the divide between current blockchain technologies and 
the emanant world of Quantum computing. USX Quantum is designed to be the start and pave the 
way for blockchain to integrate into the Quantum world. The development of Quantum computers 
over the last year has advanced astronomically. 
From a single qubit to the Quantum machines that are now active, coding languages and the materials 
needed have evolved to meet the requirements of these systems. We are now at a point where exotic 
particles are being identified and evaluated for use in Quantum systems. In simple terms, It's only a 
matter of time when blockchains need to run on Quantum computers.



USX Quantum LLC

Usx Quantum LLC is a Texas Domestic Limited-Liability Company (LLC) filed On December 1, 
2021. The company's filing status is listed as In Existence and its File Number is 0804331886. 

USX Is a legal entity with pending trademarks
Feb. 21, 2022 USX Quantum LLC filed trademark information on Quantum blockchains 

What makes USX Quantum so special?
USX Quantum is unique in its own right, with a core team that has been involved with the 

project for five years. USX Quantum is also the first of its kind. While many projects seek to 
make existing blockchains Quantum-proof, they overlook the underlying objective of converting 

modern blockchains to Quantum computers.

“Quantum systems are still in their infancy. USX will either never succeed or 
will be too far ahead of its time.”

This statement was made and was considered at the project's inception. Quantum computers are 
still in development, but advancing exponentially over the last few years. Numerous ground-
breaking advancements have improved this technology. Our team is predicting a scenario for 
Quantum computing that is faster than Moore's law. Allow us to explain why you should be 

bullish on Quantum computing and interested in a blockchain that can run on these systems in 
the following sections.

Are Quantum computers merely a variation of the analog computers of the 
1950s and 1960s?

Expand your view and perception beyond the contemporary 'digital' computing perspective of 
the world. For many many years analog computers could simulate and compute a wide variety of 

complex problems that suited their operating modes.  As processing needs increase, the 
scalability of these systems becomes more and more costly.  Quantum computers provide an 

avenue for exponential increases in scaling.

The following is a concise list of significant distinctions between analog and Quantum 

1. Analog computers cannot pass Bell's Quantum mechanics tests.

2. An analog computer with N sliders has an N-dimensional state space. A Quantum 
computer with N qubits has a two-dimensional state space, Quantum computing 
promises to allow for states in between, meaning that both 0 and 1 are possible at the 
same time.

3. Correct an analog computer's errors and you'll have a digital computer (i.e. not 
fundamentally analog anymore). After error correction, Quantum computers retain their 
Quantum nature.

4. Analog computers are insensitive to errors in decoherence. They are unaffected by 
accidental data copies. Quantum computations will fail if this occurs.

5. Analog computers are incapable of running Shor's algorithm (efficiently). Alternatively, 
Grover's algorithm. Or, for that matter, any other Quantum algorithm.
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How will Quantum computing advance faster than classical computers?
Classical computers were developed during the era of analog systems; analog systems are the 

most basic form of computers. They contributed little to the growth of classical computing in the 
way that classical computing can help Quantum computing. Today, simulations and artificial 

intelligence aid in the advancement of technologies. One of these technologies that can be 
simulated is Quantum computing, itself. While Microsoft has not yet built a conventional 

Quantum computer, their simulations established that topological Quantum computing is real 
and Microsoft is placing substantial bets on it for a reason.

Topological Quantum Computing And Majorana Zero Modes

Recently a researcher at Microsoft said:

“We have discovered that we can produce the topological superconducting phase and its 
concomitant Majorana zero modes, clearing a significant hurdle toward building a scaled 
Quantum machine,” says Microsoft’s Dr. Chetan Nayak.

“The explanation of our work and methods … shows that the underlying physics behind a 
topological qubit are sound—the observation of a 30 μeV topological gap is a first in this work, 
and one that lays groundwork for the potential future of topological Quantum computing,” he 
continued. 

“While engineering challenges remain, this discovery proves a fundamental building block for 
our approach to a scaled Quantum computer and puts Microsoft on the path to deliver a 
Quantum machine in Azure that will help solve some of the world’s toughest problems.” 

After listening to hours of Dr. Chetan Nayak's presentations we realized Microsoft recognizes 
that it has discovered something unique and is pursuing it.
With regards to recent achievements such as Google's discovery of time crystals, we have little 
doubt that within the next five years, Azure will have topological Quantum computers running 
on their platform.
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Quickly Understanding Quantum Computing

Quantum computing holds the key to solving a large number of the world's problems. Agriculture, 
health, blockchain, energy, climate, materials, and other facets of technology will all benefit 
significantly from Quantum computing's capabilities.

Quantum computing opens up new possibilities for investigating complex problems that classical 
computing is incapable of solving. Classical computing becomes increasingly difficult as scale 
increases, whereas Quantum processing grows exponentially. Quantum computers can perform 
computations with controllable devices by utilizing Quantum mechanics.

Superposition, interference, and entanglement are all properties of Quantum mechanics that 
contribute to these speedups. Qubits (Quantum bits) are the fundamental unit of information in 
Quantum computing, just as bits are in classical computing. Quantum bits can have any value 
between zero and one, in contrast to binary bits (also called binary digits), which can only have 
one value: one or zero. On the other hand, Quantum computer programs are always probabilistic, 
whereas classical computer programs are almost always deterministic. Each conceivable outcome 
is assigned a probability amplitude by Quantum algorithms. Following a measurement, one of the 
possible states can be determined with a certain degree of certainty. In classical computing, a bit 
could only be one of two values: 0 or 1.

Is a Quantum computer a supercomputer? 
No, a Quantum computer cannot perform all tasks faster. Current research is examining which 
problems a Quantum computer can solve faster than a classical computer and how large the 
speedup can be.

Quantum computers excel at calculations involving a large number of possible different 
combinations. Cryptography is one such example - the technique of concealing confidential 
information through the use of physical or mathematical means. Classical cryptography is based 
on the intractable nature of conflicts like integer factorization or discrete logarithms, both of 
which can be solved more efficiently using Quantum computers. Quantum computing-based 
cryptography ensures information security by relying on fundamental physics rather than on 
complexity assumptions. Because a scalable Quantum computer is not yet available, current 
cryptography is secure. However, once large-scale Quantum computers are built, polynomial time 
Quantum algorithms may be used to attack the underlying mathematical problems rooted in 
current cryptosystems.

“The power of Quantum computing doesn't lay in that it is faster, i.e., faster clock speeds, but 
that it can make use of Quantum parallelism. That's where every single combination of a 
problem can be [calculated] in parallel.” -Macauley Coggins
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Why is it so difficult to use Quantum computers at the moment?
There are numerous explanations for why Quantum mechanics is difficult to simulate. Perhaps 
the simplest is to understand that Quantum theory can be interpreted as stating that matter exists 
in an infinite number of possible configurations at the Quantum level (known as states). Unlike 
in classical probability theory, these numerous possible configurations of the Quantum state may 
interfere with one another, much like waves in a tide pool. This interference precludes statistical 
sampling from being used to obtain Quantum state configurations. Rather than that, if we want to 
understand Quantum evolution, we must track every possible configuration of a Quantum 
system.

Consider an electron system in which electrons can occupy any of approximately 40 positions. 
As a result, the electrons can take on any of 240 configurations (since each position can either 
have or not have an electron). To store the electrons' Quantum state in a conventional computer 
memory would require more than 130 GB! This is significant, but within the capabilities of some 
computers. Allowing particles to be in any of 41 positions results in twice the number of 
configurations at 241, necessitating the use of more than 260GB of memory to store the Quantum 
state. This game of increasing the number of positions cannot be played indefinitely if we wish to 
store the state conventionally, as we rapidly outgrow the memory capacities of the world's most 
powerful machines. At a few hundred electrons, the amount of memory required to store the 
system exceeds the number of particles in the universe; thus, there is no hope of ever simulating 
their Quantum dynamics using conventional computers. And yet, in nature, such systems evolve 
in time according to Quantum mechanical laws, blissfully unaware of the inability of 
conventional computing power to engineer and simulate their evolution.

Specifically, if Quantum dynamics are difficult to simulate, what would happen if we built 
hardware with fundamental Quantum effects? Could we simulate systems of interacting particles 
by utilizing the exact laws that govern them in nature? Could we conduct research on tasks that 
are not found in nature but which obey or benefit from Quantum mechanical laws? These are the 
questions that sparked the development of Quantum computing.

Quantum computing's fundamental tenet is to store information in Quantum states of matter and 
to compute that information using Quantum gate operations. This is accomplished by harnessing 
and learning to "program" Quantum interference. In 1994, Peter Shor demonstrated the use of 
programming interference to solve a problem thought to be difficult on conventional computers. 
The problem was known as factoring. Solving factoring enables the breakage of a large number 
of the public key cryptosystems that underpin the security of today's e-commerce, including RSA 
and Elliptic Curve Cryptography. Since then, Quantum computer algorithms have been 
developed for a variety of difficult classical tasks, including simulating physical systems in 
chemistry, physics, and materials science, searching an unordered database, solving systems of 
linear equations, and machine learning.

 Quantum simulators vs. Quantum computers
A Quantum computer is a machine that combines the capabilities of classical and Quantum 
computing. Quantum computers as they exist now are a hybrid technology in which a 
conventional computer controls a Quantum processor. Due to the unacceptably high cost of 
Quantum hardware and upkeep, the bulk of systems are housed in universities and research 
institutes. Rather than using silicon-based processors, Quantum computers make use of Quantum 
particles such as atoms, ions, photons, or electrons. They make use of Quantum characteristics to 
represent bits that can exist in a variety of Quantum superpositions between 1 and 0. However, 
technology advances, and several systems are now available on a restricted basis to the general 
public.



Quantum cryptography and blockchain

To begin, a blockchain is a decentralized peer-to-peer network.(View image above) The term 
'blockchain' is constructed from two distinct terms: 'block' and 'chain'. A 'block' is a collection of 
data, and a 'chain' is a public database of these blocks that is additionally stored as a list. Now 
that these lists are connected via cryptography, it becomes the most critical and fundamental 
requirement for creating a blockchain. As we all know, blockchain is a continuously growing list 
of records, with blocks being added to the list over time. This alone underscores the critical 
nature of cryptography.

Cryptography is the practice of concealing sensitive information through the use of physical or 
mathematical mechanisms, such as the computational difficulty associated with completing a 
particular task. Classical cryptography is based on the intractable nature of tasks such as integer 
factorization or discrete logarithms, many of which are more efficiently performed by Quantum 
computers.

In 1994, Peter Shor demonstrated that a scalable Quantum computer could defeat established 
cryptographic systems such as the Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) scheme, which is widely 
used in e-commerce for secure data transmission. This technique is based on the practical 
difficulty of factoring prime numbers using conventional algorithms.

Quantum cryptography protects data by relying on fundamental physics rather than on 
complexity assumptions. Due to the fact that a scalable Quantum computer is not yet available, 
RSA is secure today. However, once large-scale Quantum computers are built, polynomial time 
Quantum algorithms may be used to attack these cryptosystems' fundamental mathematical 
difficulties. 

Significant research is being conducted in the hope of developing a sufficiently large and fault-
tolerant Quantum computer. Calculate the security of cryptosystems with a particular bit length 
in a post-Quantum context. Calculate the amount of time required to migrate from existing 
cryptosystems to new ones.
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What is the threat of Quantum computers to modern blockchains?

Two aspects that Quantum computers and crypto excel at are security and verification. Security 
through encryption continues to evolve and Quantum systems are the next leap. The blockchains 
themselves provide trust-less verifications, allowing users to feel safe that information and digital 
assets are valid and honest. Many digital links have been used to discuss how Quantum 
computers could make asymmetric cryptography impossible. To make the private-public key pair 
used in asymmetric cryptography, two keys are made so that the two keys have a mathematical 
relationship to each other. To say it another way, the private keys are kept secret, while the 
public keys are made public. This lets people use their private keys to make a digital signature 
that can be checked by anyone who has the public key. This is a common way to show that a 
transaction is accurate and done legally.

The mathematical principle that makes asymmetric cryptography safe is called a "one-way 
function." This is what makes it safe. Principle number one says that the public key can be easily 
derived from the private key, but not the other way around. This means that the public key can't 
be easily derived from the private one. All of the known (classical) algorithms to get the private 
key from the public key take an enormous amount of time, so they aren't practical. That's not all. 
In 1994, mathematician Peter Shor came up with a Quantum algorithm, which can break the 
security assumption of the most common types of asymmetric cryptography algorithms. This 
means that anyone with a large enough Quantum computer could use this algorithm to get a 
private key from its public key and thus, make a fake digital signature.

Standard cryptosystems are based on number theory and the difficulty of factoring will no longer 
be secure, Shor’s Algorithm Is capable of factoring numbers in polynomial time when run on a 
quantum computer therefore proving RSA is no longer valid.

Lattice-based cryptography is the way to go
Lattice-based cryptography is a general phrase that refers to the construction of cryptographic 
primitives that make use of lattices, either in the design or in the security proof. At the moment, 
lattice-based structures are promising prospects for post-Quantum cryptography. Unlike other 
extensively used and well-known public-key cryptosystems such as RSA, Diffie-Hellman, or 
elliptic-curve cryptosystems, which might potentially be easily attacked by a Quantum computer, 
certain lattice-based architectures appear to be resistant to both classical and Quantum computer 
attack. Additionally, many lattice-based structures are regarded secure on the assumption that 
some well-studied computational lattice issues are intractable.

There are existing blockchain initiatives that use lattice-based cryptography. Other Quantum-
resistant blockchains are emerging that employ novel forms of cryptography. USX Quantum's 
purpose is not to develop a Quantum-resistant blockchain; rather, it is to construct a blockchain 
capable of running on Quantum computers.



JPMorgan Chase, Toshiba and Ciena Build the First Quantum Key 
Distribution Network Used to Secure Mission-Critical Blockchain Application

This system employs an unbreakable new type of end-to-end encryption not very useful in 
blockchain unless it's in a private network, and it should not be confused with a Quantum 
blockchain. QKD is the only approach mathematically demonstrated to protect against a 
Quantum computing-based assault, with security assurances based on Quantum physics.

This move by major banks demonstrates that smart money is aware of the dangers of quantum 
computers, compelling large companies to work harder to achieve the necessary security.

If it's so early, why are large companies and even governments racing to 
adopt a new Quantum proof encryption standard?

Quantum computers of the future could crack today's encrypted messages, Quantum-safe 
encryption will gradually make its way into your life via improved PCs, smartphones, web 
browsers, and other gadgets. However, the majority of the burden for Quantum-safe encryption 
falls on corporations, governments, and cloud computing services responsible for designing and 
installing the technology. It's a colossal change on a par with correcting Y2K issues or updating 
internet connections from IPv4 to IPv6.

Countries and hackers are reportedly already collecting data from government systems and 
businesses in order to breach the encryption when Quantum computers become more prevalent.
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The USX Quantum Blockchain

USX Quantum makes use of Q#, What is it?

To program a Quantum computer or Quantum simulator, the following outline can be used:

1) Obtain access to the qubits
2) Set the qubits to their initial values.
3) Carry out operations that modify qubit states
4) Determine the qubits' new states

To achieve the above states, it is necessary to have a working knowledge of qubits and the 
underlying Quantum computer on which the algorithm will be executed. The Q# programming 
language, developed by Microsoft, bridges the gap between classical and Quantum computing. 
During the execution of an algorithm, Q# follows a classical control flow. This enables the 
expression of adaptive algorithms in a clean manner. These adaptive algorithms would be 
difficult to express using a fixed sequence of Quantum gates as a circuit model (method for 
performing Quantum operations). The Q# programming language does not define logical or 
physical qubits (Quantum bits). This can be determined during the algorithm's execution by the 
runtime. The runtime is in charge of determining the Quantum mapping that enables execution. 
This includes any necessary qubit state transfer and remapping during execution. A Q# 
program does not directly model a Quantum state. It describes the interaction of a classical 
control computer with the qubits. These "accessors" have an effect on the Quantum state and 
are therefore more precisely described as "mutators with consequences." This architecture is 
particularly well-suited for Quantum simulators.

Who codes in Q# and how are you going to find programmers?
It is not uncommon for new programming languages to emerge. Numerous systems develop 
their own language and expect developers to pick it up. Q# is unique in that it allows for the 
control of Quantum computers via algorithms. Prior to Q# There were few programming 
languages available other than functional programming languages.

Programmers are always adapting to new languages. It is a subset of the world of software 
development. Once someone has mastered a few distinct programming languages, they may 
quickly pick up new ones.
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USX Quantum Blockchain Design

Q# provides a fantastic solution to creating a quantum computer based blockchain, Software 
development includes a great deal of libraries which is imported code like encryption for 
example, Q# requires porting over modern encryption solutions such as Lattice-based 
cryptography to the coding platform

Creating a L1 blockchain takes a bit of planning and work, USX has a few things to work out 
before production of this Quantum system.
1. Permissions
2. Asset issuance
3. Asset re-issuance
4. Atomic swap
5. Key management
6. Multi signatures
7. Parameters
8. Native assets
9. Address formats
10. Key formats
11. Block signatures
12. Hand-shaking
13. Quantum Validator
14. Smart contracts
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Quantum Validator Nodes & Modified Exponential Subjective Scoring
A component of the quantum blockchain concept is the use of validator nodes; nodes are 
critical components of the blockchain's calculation and validation.
These nodes will operate in a hybrid system that includes and excludes quantum computing, 
ensuring that they are backward compatible. These nodes will validate each other using a 
system similar to ESS.
M
ESS essentially adds a score,"called gravity, to any parallel reorganization chain that enters 
the network.
This means that when all nodes in the network see a potential incoming reorganization, they 
will compare it to the current chain from the split point and arbitrarily demand an additional 
amount of work from the incoming reorganization chain.

Adapting modern blockchains to quantum blockchains

While developing the layer 1 blockchain, We will come up with solutions to transition 
modern blockchains to essentially run on quantum computers, everyone blockchain has the 
ability for miners to agree in consensus to change major protocols you can see this with 
bitcoins BIP proposals once 51% of miners agree on a protocol change the blockchain will 
fork over to the new blockchain and continue.
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Marketing strategy
Marketing is extremely important for a project, Crypto projects developing innovative 
blockchain technologies confront a slew of marketing problems, including competition, 
education of prospective clients, brand exposure, and user growth.

Documentation on GitHub and GitBook
Over many of our ama’s we have stated that a critical element is github development, 
continuous development shows incentive to continue, Therefore boosting investor confidence 
and exchange buying pressure. In 2018 we experienced first hand these scenarios. Good 
investors monitor sites like cryptomiso.com to see what projects are actually working on their 
software

Attending blockchain and Quantum computing conferences.
Getting the word out is a mission critical play. Attending yearly quantum computing 
conferences brings attention from the right people to our project.

Community Competitions
Competitions from the community such as airdrops to the best graphics made or best written 
article on the subject is a fantastic way for people to research and provide their own unique 
ideas to help build the project.

Limited Edition NFTs
USX Quantum will launch with a DeFi platform supporting trade for various NFTs. Founder’s 
Edition NFTs will incentivize community involvement, while our plan for future NFTs will 
empower developers with selling code and keys directly through the blockchain marketplace.

USX Quantum DeFI platform

NFT Marketplace - The bull run of 2021 propelled a new trend to the frontline. Not only did 
defi become a highly coveted item. NFTs became an overnight sensation. For the first time 
ever, creators were able to NFT their creations to prove authenticity. USX Quantum will 
provide a new paradigm in which developers may sell software solutions endorsed with NFTs. 
This is a significant development in terms of the actual use case for NFTs. The possibility for 
developers to guarantee ownership of their software through the use of an NFT is a significant 
incentive to use the platform.

Example: USX Buys a website template to build off of, Developer supplies an NFT backing 
the software and transfers the ownership to our web3 wallet. We now have ownership of the 
software and can use it freely. Developers can assign as many permissible NFTs as they need.

Learning - Part of usx quantums main focus is to provide a learning platform where users can 
visualize and learn about quantum computing and blockchain

Social aggregator - The USX team plans on adapting a previous software inclusion into the 
defi platform, A social aggregator would pull social posts from multiple locations to display on 
the platform. Users of the social network would be allowed to communicate, share ideas, 
collaborate,
Currently the crypto ecosystem is very spread out. Aggregating and integrating with many 
current social sites is the way to clean that up.
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USX Tokenomics

With a total supply of 2.6 billion tokens, USX will initially be offered through private sale 
with a cap of ten million.  Directly following the private sale, USX will launch an IDO 
presale, offering at least 36,000,000 USX to early investors.  The amount of IDO presale 
tokens depends on the current BNB transfer rate at the time of listing USX’s IDO, and as 
such, may deviate.  Our presale aims to sell USX at $0.025 each.  After launch, the only way 
to obtain USX will be to purchase them on the open market, stake them or collaborate with the 
team in our OTC market for larger sales.

We have committed 1.638 billion tokens as rewards for staking, which represents 63% of 
USX total supply.  The first year’s staking percentage is 20% with a lock-up rate of 35%.  If 
one of our holders locks & stake tokens for a year, they earn 55% return on investment.  
Following the first year, stake rates will diminish to 16%, 13%, 10%, and 7% incrementally.  
Juxtaposed to stake rates, bonus lock-up rates will increase in the following fashion: three 
months yield 5%, six months is 20%, one year is 35%, and finally two years earns 80%.  
Holders who lock their stakes for two years will earn a 116% total return on investment.

USX as it exists as a company, will retain 10% of the tokens to distribute to the team over a 
five year period.  A total of 260 million (10%) will be used for reserve and unforeseen 
expenses.  A supply of 5% will be kept for community involvement, such as but not limited to 
bounties and giveaways. These tokens will be released incrementally over a five year period 
as well.

USX retains 214 million tokens (8.231%) for OTC investors.  If you’re a larger investor, 
please Email us at team@unifiedsociety.org.  This will undoubtedly help the project and we 
can set up something for increased exposure or anonymity, per buyer’s request..

In keeping with the more modern projects, Buy/Sell taxes will also be used in the contract to 
help the value of the project. On deployment through the first 6 months, there will be BEP20 
Transaction taxes of 10%(Buy) and 10%(Sell). Between 6 months and 1 year, they will fall to 
8%/10%. Between 1 year and 2 years, they will continue to fall to 6%/8%. Finally after 2 
years, they will stabilize at 2%/2%. The sell percentage is higher to dissuade investors from 
dumping and crashing the price per USX. This is especially important directly after 
deployment and in the first year, when most projects fold. The taxes collected will be used on 
a 50%/50% basis for re-buys and to continue to fill the liquidity pool.  
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Total Supply: 2,600,000,000

Tokens for Staking Rewards: 1,638,000,000 (63%)
Team Tokens: 260,000,000 (10%)
Reserved Tokens: 260,000,000 (10%)
Community Tokens: 130,000,000 (5%)
OTC Market Tokens: 214,000,000 (8.231%)
Private Sale Tokens: 10,000,000 (.4629%)
Presale Tokens Allocated Total: 36,000,000 USX (1.385%) (Approx 2000 BNB @ $450 per 
BNB)
Long-term Holders: 52,000,000 (2%) 
Private Sale Vesting: 8.33% Monthly for 12 Months
Presale Vesting: 25% per week for 4 Weeks

Staking (These were on the Cheat Sheet that Carl put together)

Year 1 - 20%
Year 2 - 16%
Year 3 - 13%
Year 4 - 10%
Year 5  and Beyond - 7%

Bonus Lock-Up Rates (From the Cheat Sheet)

    3 Months - 5%
    6 Months - 20%
    12 Months - 35%
    24 Months - 80%

If a USX holder locks their tokens for 2 years and stakes them, they will earn 116% of their 
starting token amount.

BEP20 Transaction Taxes

    On Deployment: 10% Buy/ 10% Sell
    6 Months: 10% Buy/10% Sell

6-12 Months: 8% Buy/10% Sell
12-24 Months: 6% Buy/8% Sell
24 Months and Beyond: 2% Buy/Sell

Taxes are high at deployment to discourage dumping tokens on the market. Taxes decline over 
the first 2 years of the project.

Initial Soft Cap: 600 BNB
Initial Hard Cap: 1200 BNB
Liquidity Pool: 60% - Locked for 1 year



Additional Services

USX, while taking advantage of the state of the art technology that Quantum computing 
offers, will also incorporate more conventional aspects to the platform. 

While the number of project launchpads has increased, the demand for increased security 
and the ability to distinguish legitimate projects adding value to the crypto space from those 
attempting to defraud unsuspecting investors is strong.

USX's team has been together for over five years, and we bring a wealth of experience to 
the process of selecting projects to work on.

New technologies are nothing if people don't understand how to use them. This is why 
USX will also develop a quantum system education platform. A depository of articles, 
information and tutorials to help engage the public at large and expand the knowledge of 
quantum computers and their systems. 

The USX Team understands that investors want to profit from their investments, and these 
are the plans we have to encourage the purchase of USX.

Once the word gets out about a quantum blockchain, it will attract a large number of 
investors; we also expect large exchanges to pick us up fairly quickly once they see how 
serious we are.
As previously stated, demonstrating development progress is critical.

Defi platform for learning, selling of nft's, and general innovative ideas. Our team solves 
numerous blockchain problems and develops novel ways to protect retail investors from 
being scammed.
These solutions increase awareness of the project and demonstrate an incentive to invest.

Patents and trademarks, The usx team has already patented and trademarked a few objects 
needed to create this blockchain

The USX team worked through the 2018 bear market, and we understand the challenges 
associated with retaining investors and maintaining positive sentiment toward the project. 
As a result, we will immediately use the funds raised to aggressively market.
We will attend conferences and deliver speeches in order to attract new investors.
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Outro
We are passionate about our project and will seek out new opportunities to accomplish 
our objectives as the project progresses. Our development team believes it is highly likely 
that our research will result in the development of new encryption protocols in the coming 
years. Currently, this will be accomplished through a push for complex error learning in 
lattice-based cryptography, but we will remain committed to utilizing all emerging 
quantum-crypto technologies. We hope to apply these cutting-edge theoretical 
mathematics to our blockchain and future ventures. Our team will patent all new 
discoveries made during research and development, and we hope to share in the wealth of 
knowledge as well as the deep value our token provides; not just the financial value it 
represents.




